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EDITORIAL POLICY 

 Galilean Electrodynamics aims to publish high-quality scientific pa-
pers that discuss challenges to accepted orthodoxy in physics, especially 
in the realm of relativity theory, both special and general.  In particular, 
the journal seeks papers arguing that Einstein's theories are unnecessarily 
complicated, have been confirmed only in a narrow sector of physics, 
lead to logical contradictions, and are unable to derive results that must 
be postulated, though they are derivable by classical methods.   
 The journal also publishes papers in areas of potential application for 
better relativistic underpinnings, from quantum mechanics to cosmology.  
We are interested, for example, in challenges to the accepted Copenhagen 
interpretation for the predictions of quantum mechanics, and to the ac-
cepted Big-Bang theory for the origin of the Universe. 
 On occasion, the journal will publish papers on other less relativity-
related topics.  But all papers are expected to be in the realms of physics, 
engineering or mathematics.  Non-mathematical, philosophical papers 
will generally not be accepted unless they are fairly short or have some-
thing new and outstandingly interesting to say. 
 The journal seeks to publish any and all new and rational physical 
theories consistent with experimental fact.  Where there is more than one 
new theory that meets the criteria of consistency with experiment, fault-
less logic and greater simplicity than orthodoxy offers, none will be fa-
vored over the others, except where Ockham's razor yields an over-
whelming verdict. 
 Though the main purpose of the journal is to publish papers contest-
ing orthodoxy in physics, it will also publish papers responding in de-
fense of orthodoxy.  We invite such responses because our ultimate pur-
pose here is to find the truth.  We ask only that such responses offer 
something more substantive than simple citation of doctrine. 

 The journal most values papers that cite experimental evidence, de-
velop rational analyses, and achieve clear and simple presentation.  Pa-
pers reporting experimental results are preferred over purely theoretical 
papers of equally high standard.  No paper seen to contradict experiment 
will be accepted.  But papers challenging the current interpretation for 
observed facts will be taken very seriously.   
 Short papers are preferred over long papers of comparable quality.  
Shortness often correlates with clarity; papers easily understandable to 
keen college seniors and graduate students are given emphatic preference 
over esoteric analyses accessible to only a limited number of specialists.  
For many reasons, short papers may pass review and be published much 
faster than long ones. 
 All papers are reviewed by qualified physicists, astronomers, engi-
neers, or mathematicians.  A reviewer's rejection of a submitted paper for 
the sole reason that it contradicts accepted opinion and interpretation will 
be ignored by the Editor.   
 The journal also publishes correspondence, news notes, and book 
reviews challenging physics orthodoxy.  Readers are encouraged to sub-
mit interesting and vivid items in any of these categories.   
 Unorthodox science is usually done by individuals without institu-
tional or governmental support.  For this reason, authors in Galilean Elec-
trodynamics pay no page charges, and subscription fees heavily favor 
individual subscribers over institutions and government agencies.  Gali-
lean Electrodynamics does not ask for taxpayers' support, and would 
refuse any government subsidies if offered.  This policy is based on the 
belief that a journal unable to pay for itself by its quality and resulting 
reader appeal has no moral right to existence, and may even lack the 
incentive to publish good science. 

 
 

Many thanks go to Ruyong Wang for proofreading this entire issue of Galilean Electrodynamics. 
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From the Editor: an interesting letter received: 

Updating Faraday 
This note reports the outcome of some recent relevant experimental 

work concerning homopolar electromagnetic induction. 
According to Poincaré, “The most curious electrodynamics experi-

ments are those where continuous rotation takes place, called unipolar 
induction.” [1] 

In his famous 1905 paper, Einstein said “It is known that Maxwell's 
electrodynamics - as usually understood at the present time - when 
applied to moving bodies, leads to asymmetries which do not appear to 
be inherent in the phenomena... Moreover, questions as to the seat of 
electrodynamic electromotive forces (Unipolar machines) have no 
point.” [2] 

“For nearly a century after its discovery by Faraday in 1832 the uni-
polar generator was a conundrum for the theory of electromagnetism.” 
[3] 

“In particular, the important conclusion is retained that motion (ro-
tation in this case) of the source of magnetic field does not affect any 
physical process, so long as such motion does not produce a time-
varying field.” [4] 

“Kennard makes no consideration about inductions on the galva-
nometer. This means that he does not consider the galvanometer as a 
part of the seat of induction.” [5]  Indeed Assis & Thober were able to 
apply Weber’s Electrodynamics (a true relativistic theory) to unipolar or 
homopolar phenomena [5, 6]. 

Are unipolar phenomena indeed quite different from ordinary mo-
tors and generators, which obey relativistic rules?  Important advances 
concerning the physics of homopolar induction have been reported 
around the world.  Indisputable experiments recently performed in 
Argentina, and successfully repeated in other countries, give credit to 
Weber-Assis’s suspicion: the unipolar induction phenomena is strictly 
symmetric as far as motion is concerned.  The experiments were per-
formed with the aid of a cleverly modified Faraday setup [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] 
where a singularity was introduced by removing a sector of the magnet-
ized bulk.  The above singularity introduces a short-range B-field rever-
sion able to act on the disk itself but unable to reach the closing-circuit 
wire.  With the aid of the above singularity it is easy to locate the seat of 
both ponderomotive and electromotive effects. 

After 170 years of controversy and bewilderment, we know that - as 
far as induction is concerned - a wire clockwise rotation upon a station-
ary magnet is equivalent to a magnet counterclockwise rotation with 
the wire stationary in the lab (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1.  Homopolar induction only depends on the motion of M 
relative to D. 

(continued on page 30) 
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First-Order Fiber-Interferometric Experiments 
for Crucial Test of Light-Speed Constancy* 

Ruyong Wang 
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301, USA 

e-mail: ruwang@stcloudstate.edu 
 

The Michelson-Morley experiment for examining light-speed constancy in paths moving line-
arly is second-order in speed, so it has never been conducted with paths moving relative to Earth.  
The Sagnac experiment is a first-order experiment, but it does not address motion that is linear, 
since its path motion is caused by rotation.  The design of an interferometric experiment that is not 
only sensitive to linear motion, but also first-order in speed, needs two features: 1) optical paths in 
uniform translational motion, and 2) paths for light return without cancellation of possible effects.  
Two arrangements with these features are here presented: a conveyor-like arrangement, and a 
shearing parallelogram arrangement.  Both can be implemented with fiber-optic technology.  If the 
entire optical loop is fiber, the light-speed constancy in a moving path of the fiber is examined; if 
the fiber loop is broken to leave a gap of vacuum (or air), the light-speed constancy in a moving 
path of vacuum (or air) is examined.  According to the same analysis as that for a fiber-optic gyro, 
translational motion in these arrangements will lead to an increase of optical path length and an in-
crease of the travel time difference, a result falsifying the principle of the light-speed constancy. 
* Submitted 29 September 2001, accepted 6 December 2001, final revision June 2003. 

 

Introduction 
The Sagnac effect [1] shows that in a rotating closed optical 

path, two counter-propagating light beams take different time 
intervals to travel the path.  For example, when the path rotates 
counterclockwise, the beam propagating counterclockwise will 
take a longer time interval than the beam propagating clockwise, 
and vise versa.  The time difference between them is given gener-
ally by  (Fig. 1a; the path is a quadrilateral, S is the 
area of the quadrilateral, and Ω is the angular velocity of the ro-
tation) or for a circle   (Fig. 1b; the path is a circle, the 
area of the circle is ,  is the speed  of the circular mo-
tion, and  is the circumference  of the circle).  The Sagnac 
effect is a first-order effect; that is, the time difference  is pro-
portional to .  The Sagnac effect is an experimental fact 
with sound foundation and numerous applications, including 
highly precise fiber-optic gyros (FOG’s) [2].   However, the ex-
perimental fact becomes controversial when one attempts to rec-
oncile it with the principle of light-speed constancy in Special 
Relativity Theory (SRT).  Some argue that the Sagnac effect is 
incompatible with light-speed constancy, because, for an ob-
server moving with the closed path, two counter-propagating 
light beams would travel through paths with the same length, 
and since their travel times differ, their speeds must differ.  Oth-
ers, however, point out that in the Sagnac effect, the motion that 
causes the light speed difference is uniform circular, not uniform 
translational, as required for application of SRT.  Therefore, the 
Sagnac effect remains an unsolved fundamental problem in 
physics [3].  So the Sagnac experiment cannot be considered a 
crucial experiment to test the principle of the light-speed con-
stancy.  
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Figure 1.  The Sagnac experiment. 

In order to have a crucial test for light-speed constancy, the 
path in uniform circular motion must be changed to a path in 
uniform translational motion.  Interferometric experiments with 
paths in translational motion have existed for a long time, and 
among them, the Michelson-Morley experiment is the most im-
portant.  However, the Michelson-Morley experiment is second-
order; i.e., the time difference  possible in the experiment is 
proportional to , where  is the translational speed of the 
apparatus.  Because of that, the existence or absence of the time 
difference can only be determined when the translational speed 

 is very high.  For example, an airplane, with its speed of about 
300 m/s, would not be fast enough to tell whether or not light 
speed is constant in a path moving relative to Earth.  A real test 
needs a Michelson-Morley type experiment in system moving 
fast relative to Earth; e.g., a space shuttle [4].  So far, no one has 
conducted such an experiment.  Therefore, the assertion that 
light speed is still  in a system moving translationally relative 
to Earth has not yet been verified.   
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Obviously, if we could have an interferometric experiment 
that would be not only a crucial for linear motion as the Michel-
son-Morley experiment is, but also first-order like the Sagnac 
experiment is, we could more easily conduct the experiment to 
check whether or not light speed is constant when the path is in 
translational motion relative to Earth.  A crucial first-order ex-
periment using atomic clocks has been proposed [5], but a crucial 
first-order interferometric experiment would be much superior 
because an interferometer can easily detect a time difference 
shorter than the period of a light wave of several femtoseconds.   

Experiment Design Requirements 
To design a first-order crucial experiment, we should analyze 

why the Sagnac experiment is first-order while the Michelson-
Morley experiment is second-order.  The Sagnac experiment is 
first-order because in its arrangement, when the closed path ro-
tates, one of the two beams always propagates in the same direc-
tion as the rotation (Fig. 2a), while the other beam always propa-
gates in the direction opposite to the rotation.  The result is that 
the effect of the travel-time difference between two beams along 
the path is always augmented, and never cancelled, and the final 
effect is proportional to .  In the Michelson-Morley ex-
periment, the closed path moves purely translationally.  It is im-
possible for a beam to propagate in the same direction as transla-
tional motion over the whole path: if in one part of the path, a 
light beam propagates in the same direction as the motion, then 
in another part of the path, the beam must propagate in the op-
posite direction  (Fig. 2b).  The effects along these two parts tend 
to cancel each other, and lead to the final residual effect being 
proportional to .   
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Figure 2.  The Sagnac experiment is first-order and the 
Michelson-Morley experiment is second-order. 

These facts show that designing a crucial first-order interfer-
ometric experiment involves two features: 1) optical paths in 
uniform translational motion, and 2) paths for light return with-
out cancellation of possible effects.  These features are possible to 
achieve, so long as not all paths in the arrangement are required 
to be translational.  We have designed two viable arrangements.  
In the first arrangement, the circular path in a Sagnac experiment 
is divided into two half-circle paths, and two paths in transla-
tional motion are added.  This results in a conveyor-like path 
(Fig. 3a).  In this arrangement, a light beam is also divided by a 

beam splitter into two beams, one of which propagates in the 
same direction as the motion of the path, while the other propa-
gates against the motion of the path.  In the second arrangement, 
the path is a shearing parallelogram with top and bottom 
counter-moving paths, or with a top moving path and a bottom 
stationary path (Fig. 3b).  In this arrangement, a light beam in the 
top moving path can return in the bottom path without weaken-
ing the possible effect.  These two arrangements can be imple-
mented with fiber technology, and they have translationally 
moving paths, which are the means of conducting a crucial first-
order experiment to test the principle of the light-speed con-
stancy. 
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Figure 3.  Two arrangements for the first-order experiment: a) 
conveyor-like arrangement and b) shearing parallelogram. 

Experiments with Fiber-Optic Conveyors 
The conveyor experiment is to be conducted by winding an 

optical fiber to a small conveyor instead of a cylindrical coil, and 
thus transforming a FOG into a fiber-optic conveyor (FOC) (Fig. 
4).  In a FOG, the Sagnac effect of one turn,  

, is further strengthened when two counter-propagating 
light beams travel one turn after another through a long fiber 
loop wound around the coil multiple times. The total time differ-
ence for a FOG is given by  where N 
is the number of fiber turns around the loop.  In short, the Sagnac 
effect scales with path length.  

It is expected that in a FOC also, the effect scales with path 
length.  To avoid some possible biases in conducting the crucial 
experiment with a FOC, we can use two FOC’s with the same 
conveying speed , the same half-circle radius, but different path 
lengths in translational motion: one with a length of  and the 
other with an extra length of  (Fig. 5).  The total travel time for 
a beam going through a whole path consisting of several seg-
ments is the summation of the travel-time intervals through each 
segment, , .  The travel-time difference be-

tween two beams through the whole path is the summation of all 
the travel-time differences between two beams in each segment, 

.  Then the two travel-time differences,  

and , of the two fiber-optic conveyors can be compared.  The 
difference between the paths in the two conveyors is just the 
added paths with a length of  in the second conveyor.  Thus, if 
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the experiment shows that , it proves that the added 
two uniformly moving paths with the length  do not contribute 
towards the travel-time difference, and therefore, the two 
counter-propagating light beams have the same speed in these 
paths.  If the experiment shows that , it means that in 
the added uniformly moving paths, the two counter-propagating 
light beams have different speeds. 
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Figure 4.  Transforming a fiber-optic gyro into a fiber-optic
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Analysis of Light Propagation in a FOG 
We need to analyze what the expected change of the travel-

time difference in a FOC would be when the two moving paths 
are added.  To approach this problem, let us first examine how it 
is treated for the FOG.  In [6], the propagation of light beams in a 
FOG is analyzed based on the Fizeau experiment [7] for light 
speeds in a moving medium.  According to this experiment, for a 
stationary observer and counterclockwise rotation of a medium 
with refractive index  (Fig. 6a), the light speeds in the medium 
for counterclockwise and clockwise propagations are  

 and  .  For this sta-
tionary observer, a fiber segment  is moving with speed  and 
if the time interval for a counterclockwise light beam traveling 
through  is , then the fiber segment  will move coun-
terclockwise a distance of  in this time interval.  Therefore, 
the counterclockwise beam will travel a total distance of 

.  Then we have  .  Thus 

.  Similarly, if the time 
interval for a clockwise light beam traveling through  is , 
the fiber segment  will move counterclockwise a distance of 

 in this time interval.  Therefore, the clockwise beam will 
travel a distance of .  Then, we have .  

Therefore  .  Finally, we 
obtain 

  

This result shows that the difference in travel times for a turn is 
, and the total travel-time difference for a loop with 

N turns is .  This result also shows that a fiber arc 
having definite length  and definite speed  will contribute 

 to the total travel-time difference of the FOG, 
no matter how big the radius  of the arc is.   
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Light Propagation in a FOC 
Now let us analyze the propagation of a light beam in a FOC.  

For the parts of the path in translational motion, we utilize the 
same analysis as for a FOG.  In fact, that analysis is more suitable 
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to this case than to a FOG, because in the Fizeau experiment the 
medium was moving translationally, and the added paths in a 
FOC are also moving translationally.   

According to the Fizeau experiment, in a small segment of fi-
ber  of the added paths, the light speeds in a moving medium 
are given for a stationary observer by  

and , where + denotes a light beam trav-
eling in the same direction as the motion of the path and – de-
notes a light beam traveling opposite to the motion of the path.  
For this stationary observer, fiber segment  is moving with 
speed v, and if the time interval for a light beam traveling in the 
same direction as the motion of the path through  is , then 
the fiber segment  will move a distance of  in this time 
interval (Fig. 6b).  Therefore, this beam will travel a total distance 
of .  Then, we have .  Thus  

.  Similarly, for a light beam 
traveling opposite the motion of the path, we have  

.  Finally, we obtain 

  

Since this segment  is the same as any other segment of 
added paths, it is expected that the added uniformly moving 
paths will contribute a travel-time difference of  

 to the total travel-time difference; that is, 

 (or  if there are  turns).  This 
means that if their lengths are the same, a path in uniform trans-
lational motion will contribute the same time difference to the 
total travel-time difference as a path in uniform circular motion.  
This means that light speed is not constant, not only when the 
path is in uniform circular motion, but also when the path is in 
uniform translation motion, a result falsifying the light-speed 
constancy in moving paths of fiber.   

Effects Caused by Earth Rotation 
Since a FOG responses to the rotation of Earth, we should ex-

amine how a FOC responses to the rotation of Earth.  We should, 
especially, examine the effect of the rotation of Earth to the 
added two paths in translational motion in the FOC experiment.  
The rotation of Earth will cause an additional translational mo-
tion with a speed of  and an additional rotational motion with 
an angular velocity of  to the added two paths.  Since the two 
paths have the same additional translational motion, their effects 
will weaken each other and there will not be a net first-order 
effect (Fig. 7a).  However, the additional rotational motion is 
different.  It causes the two paths moving in opposite directions 
and there will be a net first-order effect (Fig. 7b).  Let us examine 
a fiber segment .  Its velocity caused by the rotation of Earth is 

, and the horizontal component of the velocity 
in the direction of the path is .  According to 
the analysis mentioned above, the horizontal component  
will contribute an additional time difference  

, and apparently, the vertical component will not 
cause any effect.  Because  is constant, we can conclude that 
because of the rotation of Earth, the two added paths with a 
length of  and N turns will contribute an additional time differ-

ence of .   
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Figure 7.  The effects caused by the rotation of Earth. 

Examining Light-speed Constancy  
in Vacuum (or Air) with FOC’s 

It should be noted that the travel-time difference on the FOC 
is not related to the refractive index .  This means that if the 
experiment were conducted in vacuum ( ), the same result 
would be expected.  Furthermore, the experiment can be con-
ducted with fibers having different refractive indices.  If the re-
sults,  or , are the same for all the fibers, then 
they should be the same for vacuum also.   

Moreover, like the arrangement in a Sagnac-interferometer-
based Fresnel drag fluid flowmeter [8], a fiber loop wound to the 
conveyor can be broken to leave a gap of vacuum (air), and the 
light can be taken out of the fiber, guided through the gap, and 
refocused on the fiber tips, so we can check the time difference in 
the gap of vacuum (air).  Since it is difficult to have gaps for 
many turns, we will use only one turn of the fiber.  We can build 
a new conveyor with only one turn of the fiber or we also can 
utilize a FOG and leave un-used fiber still wound to the cylindri-
cal coil.  When the conveyor moves, the coil will move transla-
tionally.  However the translational motion of the coil will not 
cause any time difference because the translational motion will 
have the same effect on both counter-propagating light beams.  
That is why a FOG only detects the rotational motion, and not 
the translational motion.   

To conduct the crucial experiment, we can compare two con-
veyors that have the same construction except for different 
lengths of the gaps: one with a length  and the other with 
length ,  (Fig. 8).  (Because the required conveying 
speed  is very low, the gap will not move to the arc part of the 
path).  In fact, two FOC’s have the same length of fiber in circular 
motion, , and the same length of fiber in translational mo-
tion.  Therefore, comparing the total time differences of the two 
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FOC’s, we can find the time difference in the moving gap with a 
length of : 

  

Checking whether this time difference satisfies 
 or  will show whether or 

not light speed is constant in vacuum (air).  As a matter of fact, if 
the travel-time difference appearing on the FOC is really not re-
lated to the refractive index, then a time difference 

 would be expected in the experiment.  
Since two counter-propagating light beams pass the same gap, 
small variations of the length of the gap during conveying will 
not affect this first-order time difference.   
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Examining Light-Speed Constancy in Vacuum 
(or Air) with Fiber Shearing Parallelograms  

Rather than using a FOC, we can more easily conduct an 
experiment using the fiber shearing parallelogram arrangement 
with a gap of vacuum (air) shown in Fig. 9.  There, the top 
straight line path, BE, is moving uniformly with speed  and the 
bottom straight line path, CD, is stationary.  Path BE has a gap of 
vacuum (air), AF, and paths BC and ED need extra fiber because 
the lengths of BC and ED are not constant when moving.  
Because CD is stationary, the possible time difference appearing 
in BE will not be weakened in CD, so this arrangement is also an 
arrangment for conducting the first-order experiment examining 
light speed in vacuum (air).  We can also compare two 
parallelograms differing only in the lengths of gaps of vacuum 
(air),  and  ( ), and the lengths of stationary paths.  

Since ,  , ,  
, and especially, , we have  

  

 

Figure 9.  Examining the light-speed
constancy in vacuum (or air) with
two fiber shearing parallelograms.
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Figure 9.   Examining the light-speed constancy in vacuum
(or in air) with two fiber shearing parallelograms.
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Since the motion of the gap of vacuum (air) is the same as the 

motion of the gap in a FOC, the same time difference as men-
tioned in FOC’s can be expected here too.  Thus, a conclusion can 
be made whether or not the principle of the light-speed con-
stancy is correct in paths uniformly moving relative to Earth.  
This is a first-order fiber interferometric experiment, and the 
Lorentz contraction, a second-order effect, is not a factor in the 
experiment.   

Highly Precise Experiments 
Since the operation of a FOG is based on a first-order effect 

and in a FOG two counter-propagating beams share the same 
closed path, the FOG is a highly precise measuring instrument.  
Since the 1970s, a lot of fiber technologies have been utilized in 
the FOG, e.g., broadband light source, single-mode polarization 
maintaining optical fiber, bias modulation ensuring operation of 
the FOG in the regime most sensitive to input rate, and other 
technologies to reduces the noises, making the FOG very sensi-
tive to rotation.  Many FOG’s have a sensitivity for the phase 
shift  of 10-7 rad, where phase shift  and  is 
the free space wavelength of light.   

In a FOC or a shearing parallelogram, two counter-
propagating beams also share the same closed path, and all the 
technologies utilized in the FOC and the shearing parallelogram 
could be the same as those used in the FOG.  It is expected that a 
FOC and a shearing parallelogram are very sensitive to motion.  
Even if the sensitivity of a FOC and a shearing parallelogram is 2 
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orders of magnitude less than that of a FOG, a sensitivity of the 
phase shift of 10-5 rad can be expected.  For a FOC experiment 
with the two FOC’s without the gap, if 180 m,  = 0.8 
µm, and the conveying speed  mm/s, then we could expect 
the possible difference of two phase shifts 

  

(This difference is much bigger than the phase shift caused by the 
Earth rotation because , the speed caused by the rotation of 
Earth, is much slower than 1 mm/s.) 

For the experiments with two FOC’s or two parallelograms 
having vacuum (air) gaps, if 1.8 m,  = 0.8 µm, and the 
moving speed  mm/s, then we will have the possible phase 
shift in the gaps with length  

  

Thus, even with a fairly slow speed of 1 mm/s, the expected sen-
sitivities of the arrangements are good enough to decide whether 
or not light speed is constant in moving paths of vacuum (air) 
and of the fiber.  These experiments definitely are highly precise 
experiments to examine the principle of the light-speed con-
stancy.   

Some Interesting Arrangements of FOC’s 
Let us examine some interesting arrangements of the FOC.  A 

conveyor consists of rotational motions and translational motions 
and can have a lot of arrangements.  In the first arrangement 
(Fig. 10a), two paths in translational motion are much longer 
than the paths in circular motion and the distance between these 
two translational paths is very small.  Omitting the short paths in 
circular motion, a light beam ‘reflects’ back and forth along uni-
formly moving paths in the loop, like a light beam in the Michel-
son-Morley experiment.  However, a big difference between this 
arrangement and the Michelson interferometer is that two 
counter-moving paths, one for light beam going and one for light 
beam returning, are provided in this arrangement, instead of 
only one in the Michelson interferometer.  Once again this clearly 
shows why a FOC experiment is a first-order experiment and the 
Michelson-Morley experiment is a second-order experiment.  
With the second arrangement (Fig. 10b), we could examine if it is 
true that a finite travel-time difference contribution,  

, appears in the arc in circular motion regardless the 
radius of the arc, and if the contribution would suddenly disap-
pear or jump to zero as required by the light-speed constancy 
when the arc in circular motion becomes a straight line in transla-
tional motion.   

Another interesting arrangement is a ‘figure 8’ suggested by 
Whitney [9].  There, the effective enclosed area of the light path is 
zero.  Therefore, any time difference appearing in the arrange-
ment is not related to the classic Sagnac effect, which is propor-
tional to the enclosed area of the light path, and the arrangement 
does not respond to Earth rotation. 
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Conclusion 
Fiber-interferometric experiments, especially experiments in-

volving a vacuum (or air) gap, are crucial first-order experiments 
to examine the principle of light-speed constancy.  Lorentz con-
traction, a second-order effect, is not a factor in these experi-
ments.  All the technologies utilized in the experiments could be 
the same as those used in the FOG; therefore, it is expected that 
these experiments will be highly precise, and a moving-paths 
speed of only 1 mm/s is required for examining light-speed con-
stancy.  According to the same analysis as that for a FOG, an 
increase of length of path in translational motion in the arrange-
ment will lead to an increase of the travel-time difference, a re-
sult falsifying the principle of the light-speed constancy.   
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Post Script 

Because GED has a backlog, the manuscript above is pub-
lished after the FOC experiment was conducted and reported [1].  

There was a travel-time difference   ∆t = 2v∆l / c2  between two 
counter-propagating light beams in a fiber segment of length ∆l  
moving with the source and detector at a speed , whether the 
segment moved uniformly or circularly.  This result is very natu-
ral to those who are familiar with the Sagnac effect and have an 
open mind regarding the principle of the light-speed constancy.  
If the Sagnac effect always has a finite value while the radius of 
the circular motion becomes bigger and bigger, then how can it 
disappear in uniform motion?  In fact, if the experiment yielded a 
zero travel-time difference in a uniformly moving fiber, then my 
colleagues and I would have found an unprecedented ‘macro 
quantum jump’ (Fig. 10b above).   

The original Sagnac experiment was conducted in air.  Re-
cently, we conducted the FOC experiment with an air light-guide 
[2], and there was just the same non-zero travel-time difference 
found in the last experiment.  This non-zero travel-time differ-
ence between two counter-propagating light beams in a uni-
formly moving vacuum (or air) light-guide would indicate that 
the speed of light in vacuum is not independent of the motion of 
the observer.  

I consulted with Ron Hatch, because GPS offers a near vac-
uum Sagnac situation, and hence another good way to examine 
the light-speed constancy.  One hundred years ago, people had 
to imagine a train 200,000 km long for thought experiments in-
volving the speed of light, now a geo-stationary positioning sat-
ellite has an altitude of 35,860 km and it takes a radio signal 0.12 
seconds to reach the ground. This 0.12 seconds is long enough for 
us to examine whether or not “(photons’) speed is exactly the 
same for any person who cares to measure it, no matter how fast 
that person is moving relative to the light beam.” (-U.S. News 
and World Report, Secrets of Genius, 2003) We care to measure 
it. However, we have a problem: we’re not sure if relativistic 

physicists would agree on a way for measuring it.  What do they 
mean by saying that the light-speed is the same for any moving 
observer?  Measuring speed is based on measuring the distance 
and the elapsed time. When we say the speed of a bullet is not 
the same for all moving observers, everybody knows the defini-
tion of the distance and the elapsed time for the bullet.  How-
ever, when it comes to measuring the speed of light, would rela-
tivistic physicists tell us the definition of the distance and the 
time elapsed by a light beam for any moving observer?  Unfortu-
nately, they would not.  

In [3], we proposed a crucial experiment to examine both the 
principle of the light-speed constancy and the principle of rela-
tivity.  Here we would give a reasonable definition of the light-
speed constancy: there is a light source at one place and two sta-
tionary observers A and B at another place and they synchronize 
their clocks.  Now a light beam emits from the source at t0 , and 

after t0 , B starts to accelerate towards the source and reaches a 

constant speed.  In this case, two observers not only have the 
same light submission time but also the same distance from the 
source when the light beam leaves the source.  Then A and B 
both receive the light beam and they can compare their reception 
times.  If their reception times are the same, then the speeds of 
light are the same because the distances are the same and the 
elapsed times are the same.  If the reception times are different, 
then the speeds of light are different. This definition is very con-
servative and avoids the problem for the relativity of simultane-
ity, because at t0  both observers are stationary.  We really cannot 

think of any other definition that could be more satisfactory to 
relativistic physicists.   

It is interesting to note that this definition can be tested by a 
GPS experiment.  Locate two GPS receivers, A and B, underneath 
a geostationary positioning satellite, at the same place and at the 
same altitude on the ground.  When a signal is emitted at t 0 , the 

two receivers are stationary.  After 
  
t0 , the receiver B accelerates 

upwards at a constant rate, moves 0.7 m and reaches 20 m/s (a 
speed of a slow car) in 0.07 seconds, then moves 1 m uniformly 
in 0.05 seconds.  About 0.12 seconds after 

  
t0 , both observers re-

ceive the signal and they compare the reception times with each 
other.   

To be honest, every person who is familiar with the GPS 
could immediately tell that the receiver B would receive the sig-
nal earlier than receiver A would, and the lead is about 6 ns 
(1.7m/c). Therefore, our relativistic physicist friends would 
probably not accept this as a good definition of the light-speed 
constancy.  Here, we challenge the relativistic physicists: please 
don’t try to make the light-speed constancy un-definable.  If you 
care to define that the speed of light is the same for any moving 
observer, we will design a GPS experiment to show it is not the 
truth.  Give us a clear definition, and we will disprove it. 
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Ruyong Wang 
Comments: 

…Ruyong Wang and his colleagues [have] performed a beau-
tiful experiment, which shows that the Sagnac effect occurs with 
linear motion as well as circular.  This confirms Herbert Ives 1938 
suggested experiment to show the same.  Actually, the GPS 
navigation had already confirmed this—but, as I have letters to 
show, the relativists were sticking their head in the sand regard-
ing this GPS evidence. 

…The (one-way) Sagnac effect caused by motion of the GPS 
receiver relative to the center of the Earth during the signal tran-
sit time from the GPS satellite to the receiver has to be accounted 
for to get the correct position solution.  Interestingly, the relativ-
ists acknowledge that both 1) motion caused by the rotation of 
the Earth, and 2) additional motion of the receiver, had to be 
accounted for—but only labeled the former as the Sagnac effect—
I do not know what they used to justify the adjustment for the 
latter, but it is spelled out in the latest ICD (Interface Control 
Document) that it be accounted for. The magnitude of the effect 
from Earth rotation ranges from about plus 30 meters to minus 
30 meters in the computed range from the satellites to a receiver 
located on Earth’s equator.                                           Ron Hatch 

As someone else who has looked into GPS in-depth and ana-
lyzed it for relativistic information, I would like to add my con-
currence and support for Ron Hatches comments    

If we could all get together on the basic experimental facts, 
even if not the best physics to interpret them, the dissidents 
could have a significant impact on the physics community. At 
present, our impact is barely perceptible because we are not all 
going in the same direction.                                 Tom Van 
Flandern 
 
Richard Hazelett’s Work 

The Einstein Myth and the Ives Papers [ 1 ] is a Festscrift to Her-
bert Ives, a prolific American scientist and engineer who until his 
death remained un-persuaded of Einstein theory.  Dean Turner 
and Richard Hazelett compiled the tome in 1979, and included 
many of the important papers that challenge relativity theory. 

When one writes a paper that refers, say, to the Michelson-
Gale experiment or to the Sagnac experiment, one normally gives 
the reference.  The reader has the option of looking up those pa-
pers; however, the journals are not widely available.  Conse-
quently, the reader must be strongly motivated to seek out the 
original work.  (That readers do not usually seek out the original 
work can be easily gauged by the widely-known Haefele-Keating 
experiment.  It is almost axiomatic that your neighborhood 
physicist hasn’t read it and does not know that the westbound 
clocks sped up compared to the laboratory clocks.) 

Therein lies the value of the Hazelett/Turner book.  They 
gathered not only Ives’s very cogent papers, but also an excellent 

collection of papers by Sherwin, Dingle, Sagnac (translated to 
English), Lovejoy, Michelson, Richtmyer, and others.  There are 
frequent annotations by both Turner and Hazelett.  The reader 
can then read the original work and decide for himself. 

I was only very casually acquainted with Dick Hazelett, and 
know him mainly through the book.  I would suggest that the 
very best way to pay tribute to the man is to read his work. 
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Updating Faraday   (continued from p. 22) 
Despite well known Panofsky and Feynman' s statements [4], 

[12, 13], relativity works at all in electrodynamic phenomena. 
The absolutely relativistic behavior of unipolar engines puts the 
end point to recent naive attempts concerning the hypothetical 
extraction of free energy of space through homopolar machines, 
as easily can be verified by visiting the Internet.   

Moreover, Jehle' s model of the electron [3, 10] must be thor-
oughly reconsidered on the light of the recent discovery. 

Referring to the quoted experiments, Fritz Rohrlich said [14]: 
”Your experiments should remove the last shadow of doubt even in the 
most skeptical minds, that the electromagnetic phenomena are of a rela-
tivistic nature.” 
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